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Surf Magazines: Circling the Bottom of the Drain? 
The title of this report was inspired by a comment by Sean Doherty that was published on the ASB 

website in August 2020. In the article, Doherty suggests surf media have been circling the bottom of 

the drain for the past decade, but he plans to make Surfing World a success by publishing great 

stories, high-quality photos, and having a brand purpose. The aim of this report is to extend on 

Doherty’s thoughts, using the support of recent empirical research findings from a survey completed 

by over 1000 Australian surfers. 

Publishing great stories and high-quality photos, and a having brand purpose that resonates 

with your audience are basic publishing fundamentals, but do not guarantee publishing success. The 

macro challenge that all surf print media stakeholders must face is to identify print’s place in the 

new world order. This starts with an appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of both print and 

digital, and ends with occupying a space that capitalises on print’s strengths and digital’s 

weaknesses. It is a simple but elusive challenge, and it has been the author’s obsession for the last 

15 years of a 32-year-and-counting career in surf media. 

A recent study* investigating the nature of generation-Z’s influence on the future of surf 

magazines, analyses generational change in content choice, media source use, and motives for 

media source choice. The study is being conducted through the lens of two theoretical paradigms; 

generation theory, and, uses and gratification theory. It is hoped this summary of some of the early 

research results will shed some data-driven, evidence-based light on print’s relative strengths and be 

of benefit to surf magazine publishers, editors, and surf marketers. 

 

Motives for Media Source Choice 

By examining the motives behind the consumption of a particular form of media, 

researchers can understand the reasons for that medium's popularity and the roles the medium fills 

in society. Uses and gratifications (U&G) theory provides an analytical framework for explaining 

consumer motivations for media usage (Jere & Davis 2012). It recognises that individuals actively 

make media choices to gratify certain needs, and that they are able to discern the reasons for 

making such choices (Katz, Blumler & Gurevitch, 1973). U&G theory is an influential tradition in 

media research (Shao, 2008), and has been a reliable theoretical approach in the initial stages of 

each new mass communications medium (Lin, 1998; Ruggiero, 2000; McQuail, 2010).  

This study advances a typology of motives for media choice originally developed by McQuail 

(1983), and proposes the addition of two extra motives, namely: Trust and Habit. Applying this 

extended typology to four media sources (magazines, websites, social media and television), the 

results are shown in table 1 below. 
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Table 1 

Media Source Ranking by Motive, for All Participants (n = 816) 

Rank Information Entertainment  Identity Interaction Trust Habit 

1 Websites Websites Magazines Socials  Magazines Websites 

2 Magazines Magazines Websites Websites Websites Magazines 

3 Socials  Socials  Socials  Magazines Socials  Socials  

4 Television Television Television Television Television Television 

Note: ‘Social Media’ has been abbreviated to ‘Socials’ due to table width constraints 

 

The above tabulated summary demonstrates which motive enjoys the strongest association with a 

particular media source. For example, magazines rank highest for Trust (i.e. Reliability and trust in 

the content) and Identity (i.e. It reflects who I am). Not surprisingly, and this provides credence to 

the findings above, social media ranks highest for Interaction (i.e. Social interaction), and websites 

highest for Information and Entertainment.  

Tables 2 and 3 show that when broken down by age, Age Group 1 (15-19 year-olds, 

hereinafter referred to as Gen-Z) ranks social media highest for all motives except for Trust where it 

ranks magazines highest, and social media lowest. In both cases, the standard deviation is below 1, 

suggesting there is clarity around the ranking of these motives. Age Group 2 (20-65+ year-olds, 

hereinafter referred to as the older age cohort) ranks social media highest only for Interaction. There 

are two areas of consensus between Gen-Z and the older age cohort; both age groups rank 

magazines highest for Trust and both age groups rank social media highest for Interaction. 
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Table 2 

Media Source Ranking by Motive, for Age 1 (15-19 year-olds) 

Rank Information Entertainment  Identity Interaction Trust Habit 

1 Socials Socials Socials Socials  Magazines Socials 

2 Magazines Magazines Magazines Websites Television Websites 

3 Websites  Websites  Websites  Magazines Websites  Magazines  

4 Television Television Television Television Socials Television 

Note: Social Media has been abbreviated to Socials due to table width constraints 

 

Table 3 

Media Source Ranking by Motive, for Age 2 (20+ years of age) 

Rank Information Entertainment  Identity Interaction Trust Habit 

1 Websites Websites Magazines Socials  Magazines Websites 

2 Magazines Magazines Websites Websites Websites Magazines 

3 Socials  Socials  Socials  Magazines Socials  Socials  

4 Television Television Television Television Television Television 

Note: Social Media has been abbreviated to Socials due to table width constraints 

 

Content Needs 

Another section of the study analyses the content needs of the participant group, and how 

these change across age and generational cohorts. Generation theory is predicated on establishing a 

set of characteristics from a cohort’s shared life experiences or external events (Bolton et al., 2013) 

at critical developmental stages (Kupperschmidt, 2000). Each generation shares a common 

perspective based on their collective experiences, and as a generation matures, it develops unique 

characteristics such as values, attitudes, frames of references and traits that are different to 

previous generations (Radford & Shacklock, 2012). By studying generational cohorts, researchers are 

able to make comparisons and predictions across a broad spectrum of social and behavioural factors. 

Table 4 shows a hierarchy of the content needs for the whole participant group. Based on the spread 
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of mean scores, there is evidence of a clear separation between a cluster of the top three content 

types (Conditions, Travel and Technique) and a cluster of the bottom two content types (Interviews 

and Competition).  

Table 4 

Ranking of Content Needs, for All Participants (n = 1015) 

Rank Total participants Mean score Sig. Rank 

1 Conditions 3.41 1 

2 Travel 3.37 1 

3 Technique 3.29 1 

4 Interviews 2.63 4 

5 Competition 2.30 5 

Note 1: Conditions = Surf Conditions or Forecasts; Travel = Surf Travel Destinations; Technique = Surfing Technique and 

Equipment; Interviews = Interviews and Profiles of Famous or Iconic Surfers; Competition = Competitive Surfing.  

Note 2: Sig. Rank = the adjusted ranking following statistical analyses on rank order integrity. 

 

Tables 5 and 6 (below) shows that the separation between the two clusters remains evident 

when comparing age groups (Gen-Z vs the older age cohort). In the top cluster both age groups are 

interested in accessing content about Surf Conditions, however, Gen-Z is more interested in 

Technique than Travel and the older cohort prefers Travel more than Technique. In the bottom 

cluster, Gen-Z ranks Interviews lower than Competition, whereas the older cohort ranks Competition 

lower than Interviews. 
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Table 5 

Ranking of Content Needs, for Age Group 1 (n = 265) 

Rank Age group 1 Mean score Sig.rank 

1 Technique 3.54 1 

2 Conditions 3.51 1 

3 Travel 3.12 3 

4 Competition 2.72 4 

5 Interviews 2.11 5 

 

Table 6 

Ranking of Content Needs, for Age Group 2 (n = 750) 

Rank Age group 2 Mean score Sig.rank 

1 Travel 3.46 1 

2 Conditions 3.38 1 

3 Technique 3.19 3 

4 Interviews 2.81 4 

5 Competition 2.15 5 

 

Content Needs by Media Source 

The study then establishes a hierarchy of content needs for each media source so potential 

links between content types and media sources can be found (see Table 7 below). Statistical 

analyses for the integrity of the rank order confirm that magazines demonstrate a strong suitability 

to the delivery of content about Travel, Technique and Interviews.  
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Table 7 

Content Ranking by Media Source of All Participants (n = 974) 

Rank Magazines Social media Websites Television 

1 Travel Travel Conditions Competition 

2 Technique Competition Travel Conditions 

3 Interviews Technique Technique Interviews 

4 Competition Interviews Competition Travel 

5 Conditions Conditions Interviews Technique 

 

The results also provide evidence that content selection is influenced by the media source 

from which it is accessed. For example, content about Conditions are most commonly accessed via 

websites (where it is ranked first), and television (where it is ranked second). By contrast, Conditions 

is the least preferred content type when accessed by magazines and social media. Similarly, content 

about Competition is commonly accessed by television (where it is ranked first) and social media 

(where it is ranked second). By contrast, Competition is ranked fourth, when being accessed by 

websites and magazines. Finally, based on an analysis of mean scores and the standard deviations, 

the strength of the usability of websites for Conditions (M = 4.50, SD = 0.851) appears clear and 

concordant, and by contrast, Competition’s link to television (M = 2.64, SD = 1.370) appears tenuous. 

Magazines (M = 3.27, SD = 1.049) and social media (M = 3.37, SD = 1.204) enjoy a similar strength of 

suitability to Travel. From these results, it is possible to draw conclusions about the suitability of 

content types for each media source. 

Once split by age group, the separation between the content types for each media source 

becomes less distinct due to the existence of ties (where the difference between first and second 

ranks were not statistically significant). This weakens, but does not invalidate, the assertion that it is 

possible to identify a most-preferred content type for each media source. Including ties, the top 

ranked content type for each media source when split by age is shown in tables 8 and 9 below.   
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Table 8 

Highest Ranked Content Preference by Media Source, Age Group 1 

Media Source Content Type Mean Score Standard Deviation 

Magazines Travel and Technique 3.46 0.961 

Social Media Competition and Interviews 3.82 1.055 

Websites Conditions 4.34 0.943 

Television Competition 3.31 1.270 

 

Table 9 

Highest Ranked Content Preference by Media Source, Age Group 2 

Media Source Content Type Mean Score Standard Deviation 

Magazines Travel 3.20 1.070 

Social Media Travel 3.26 1.253 

Websites Conditions 4.56 0.810 

Television Competition 2.41 1.326 

 

Media Source by Content Type 

The study also reveals the reality of print’s place in the world of media consumption. Table 

10 shows that across all content needs, magazines are the third choice behind websites and social 

media as the preferred platform for content consumption. So, whilst magazines have stronger links 

to certain content types than websites and social media, the research shows it is still less popular. 

However, deeper statistical analysis into the integrity of the rank order reveals that the gap between 

the media sources ranked second and third is not statistically significant, which means websites and 

magazines rank are equally (see column labelled Sig. Rank on table 10 below). This applies to all 

content types except for Competition and Conditions.  
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Table 10 

Media Source Ranking by Content Type for All Participants (n = 974)  

Rank Travel Interviews  Competition Technique Conditions Sig. Rank 

1 Websites Social Media Websites Websites Websites 1 

2 Social Media Websites Social Media Social Media Social Media 2 

3 Magazines Magazines Magazines* Magazines Magazines* 2 

4 Television Television Television Television Television 4 

Note: * Equal second place applies to all content types except Competition and Conditions where magazines are ranked 

3rd. 

 

Summary 

To conclude, Conditions, Travel and Technique were found to be the most popular content 

need by the total participant group. Two of these content needs were found to be best suited to surf 

magazines (Travel and Technique). Despite this, websites and social media are more commonly used 

to access both these content categories. This proves that surf magazines have yet to effectively 

leverage their strengths to earn their share of attention. These strengths are: a high rated content 

delivery platform for Travel and Technique, a reputation for trustworthiness, and a valued cultural 

resource for the fostering of community, and construction of self- identity. A concerted focus on 

reputational and content-delivery strengths will allow surf magazine stakeholders to strategically 

reposition in relation to the strengths and weaknesses of its digital disruptors, and carve out a niche 

that is separate and distinct from other surf media sources. This will not only restore a semblance of 

clarity to the media landscape, but it will provide improved focus and a clearer purpose for the 

medium. 

The author’s research project runs deeper and broader than the summary of results 

presented above, but the findings so far support the idea that far from circling the bottom of the 

drain, surf print media has a role to play, and a niche to fill in the modern media landscape.  

Ends 

*The author’s research concerns generational change in media choice with specific emphasis on Generation-Z’s influence on 
the future of surf magazines. It is a mixed methods study based on an online survey completed by over 1,000 Australian 
surfers aged between 15 and 65+, and a series of interviews, which are yet to be conducted. Other interesting findings 
include an aging surf population as well as a lower participation rate in Generation-Z compared to other age groups. 
This information may not be reproduced in whole or part without the author’s prior written consent. 

Author contact: Craig Sims. csims@bond.edu.au 
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